Holy Starches Batman!! We are getting walloped!: Crowdsourcing Comic Book Transcriptions

Submission ID: pd067 (ASSETS ’16 Poster)

The submission referenced above includes a piece of third party material (an image from a comic book © DC Comics). Following is a brief fair use analysis for our use of this material in our publication:

Our publication includes a single page from a comic book (Batman ’66 issue #1). With respect to the purpose and character of use, the image is required for purpose of education, critique, and research, specifically to: (1) illustrate the nature of the research problem with respect to accessibility of comic books for the blind; and (2) illustrate our study design and research methods by clearly providing for the reader what we showed our study participants. With respect to amount and substantiality used, this is only a single page from the copyrighted work (which has little narrative value in itself) and it is at an extremely low resolution. We used only the amount required for the purpose of use noted above. Finally, there should be no market harm related to the use of this work since we are not including enough of the original work that it would serve as a substitute for the original. We also include in our paper both a citation and a copyright notice for the original work.

If there is any further information you need, please contact Casey Fiesler (casey.fiesler@colorado.edu).

- Casey Fiesler, Christine Samson, and Shaun Kane (authors of the work)